


 Hidden collections 

Problem 1: Physical Collection 
 We do not know what we have 

 Material is not available for use 

 
 

Problem 2: Digital Initiatives 
 We do not know what we have, so items cannot be 

evaluated/selected for digitization 

 Preference is for metadata created before 
digitization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More Product, Less Process:  There has been concern that cataloging has not kept up with acquisitions (in particular we are speaking about special collections and archives), and that libraries have been struggling with backlogs for 60 years.   Various surveys have show that repositories and institutions have between 25% and 50% of there holdings unprocessed (description and processing). Later survey in 2004 stated that at least 34% of the 1/5 their holdings unprocessed; 60%  have at least 1/3 of the collections unprocessed.  59% claim of repositories claim their backlog are a major problem ; 78% say they have more materials than they can process.  And many collections do not allow users access to unprocessed collections.   So:We do not know what we haveCollection development and patron issues ; donor issues that their material is not processedSpecial Collections differentiate research libraries;  we do not know if we are buying duplicating materialsResources and donations are limited; We do not know if we are duplicating efforts or missing opportunities for collaborationWe don’t know what need preservation attentionImpedes the selection and organization for digital projectsHow to handle hidden collections and make them accessible?



 Hidden collections 

Question:   Is there something we could do that 
would simultaneously solve both of  these 
problems? 

 Can we inventory the physical collection and 
find a quick and cost effective way to provide 
discovery level catalog records? (MARC) 

 And at the same time create sufficient 
information for item selection for digitization 
and which can be converted into metadata? 
(Dublin core/MODS, etc.) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we are trying to solve.



 Council on Library and Information 
Resources grant program objectives 

Council on Library and Information Resources (CLIR) has 
awarded grants through its Hidden Collections program to 
find more efficient ways to make collections discoverable 
and accessible to users.  
 
“Inherent in the grant program's design is a conviction that 
cataloging hidden collections contributes to the 
development of  a better integrated, more potent scholarly 
environment that, in turn, produces new knowledge. 
Building closer ties with communities of  scholarly users is 
essential to the success of  this endeavor.”  

 
“Observations on Scholarly Engagement with Hidden Special Collections and 
Archives: About the Study”  
http://www.clir.org/hiddencollections/engagement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CLIR. “Observations on Scholarly Engagement with Hidden Special Collections and Archives: About the Study” http://www.clir.org/hiddencollections/engagement



 Ideas 

 Something is better than nothing 
 Ideology of  Dublin Core  
 User friendly tools for collecting metadata 

So … 
 Student labor? 
 Tool/software? 
 Collaborate with colleagues? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Something is better than nothing:  We like AACR2/RDA/MARC catalog records.  And the DCRM(B) [Descriptive cataloging of rare materials (Books) standard].  But the reality is that there are not enough catalogers to handle the backlog of materials and no funding to hire more.  We can choose which collections will need full level cataloging, and which will do well enough with ‘discovery’ level records, which is better than having nothing.  Dublin Core ideology:  In these circumstances there is a lot to be said for the new ideas the Dublin Core group promoted at its inception: a schema requiring minimal training, simple & less expensive, flexible to describe many different types of resourcesWe have seen examples of user friendly design for collecting basic information needed for digital collections; for example Vireo.  All of the repository software we have seen has the user friendly interface.So: Can we use part time student workers to capture data for print collections, which we can convert to MARC (catalog)/DC/MODs (for digital version in repository, etc)  or whatever we need it to be? Students would be contracted on a short term project basis, and chosen for their aptitudes to work with a particular collection.   For example, if the collection to be worked on is an engineering collection, we would use engineering students.  If the collection is a French literature collection, then we would look for French speakers familiar with French culture and literature. What tool or software might we use to create the template and capture the data?How can we collaborate with other colleagues to determine the terminology for these metadata records, categorize materials, database design, and quality control, and share records.



Tool Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adam Mikeal, James Creel, Alexey Maslov, Scott Phillips, John Leggett, and Mark McFarland. 2009. Large-scale ETD repositories: a case study of a digital library application. In Proceedings of the 9th ACM/IEEE-CS joint conference on Digital libraries (JCDL '09). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 135-144. DOI=10.1145/1555400.1555423 http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1555400.1555423Model of tool we would like to find/make: We would like something equivalent to Vireo for ETDs vis-à-vis Dspace, where untrained users are able to enter data into a user friendly template.  Online forms and become ubiquitous, people are used to filling them. 



Tool Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a garden business software – but the concept is the same.  We want something with a friendly user interface – fill in the box– where we can develop the fields we want and design the form the way we want it.



 In search of  a tool 

What might we use to replicate that method? 

 A. Digital Library / Repository software 

 B.  ILS Easy Entry 

 C. Cataloging Tools/Mini-Opacs (easy entry)  

 D.  Database or spreadsheet software  
 Web and desktop based 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Animate points A-D.  All of them viable, depending on the project.



 Repository Software –  
DSpace, OpenWMS/RUcore, Greenstone 
 
 User friendly interface / untrained people can fill in 

the boxes  

 Can usually declare the elements we need (depending 
on the collection) and design the user form and its 
display constants 

 Workflows for collection, sub-collection, and single 
item record creation as well as batch import and 
metadata mapping 

 Robust, well documented; active development 
communities 

 Permits importing metadata using an in-house 
schema 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WMS = Workflow Management Systemhttp://journal.code4lib.org/articles/8327 -  account of early OpenWMS install that mirrors our experiences.Problem is that not all of the items in the print collection will be selected for digitization, so we can’t leave the records in the repository software.



 Repository Software –  
DSpace, OpenWMS/RUcore, Greenstone 
 
 Cons:  

 Costs 
 License, servers, IT personnel, development   

 Difficult to configure:  
 OpenWMS was particularly difficult to install and configure. 

Needed a lot of  help from systems folks! Metadata template 
design, record creation, and upload were very trial and error. 

 Some systems may have limitations on permissible schema. 

 Difficult to export the records, generates work for IT group. 
 This is not yet a digital project, we were trying to use the 

interface to collect data. Not every item for which a record is 
generated is going to be digitized.  So again, to move the 
records out of  the system creates an issue with exporting. 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WMS = Workflow Management Systemhttp://journal.code4lib.org/articles/8327 -  account of early OpenWMS install that mirrors our experiences.Problem is that not all of the items in the print collection will be selected for digitization, so we can’t leave the records in the repository software.



 

Caveats:  We are describing print collections and these 
systems were built for digital collections.  Don’t  want 
records for print items inhabiting your repository software.   

 Use the sandbox version?  but still problem to export the 
records without help 

 Install a version for use only on the projects? 

Repository Software 
DSpace, OpenWMS/RUcore, Greenstone 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WMS = Workflow Management Systemhttp://journal.code4lib.org/articles/8327 -  account of early OpenWMS install that mirrors our experiences.Problem is that not all of the items in the print collection will be selected for digitization, so we can’t leave the records in the repository software.So, We started with examination of repository software, interesting because of its capabilities.  But we later wondered if were using a cannon to kill a fly, and there are less difficult tools we can use.  What else might there be?



 ILS software / Local Catalog 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://library.princeton.edu/departments/tsd/katmandu/voyager/brcircres.htmlhttp://library.princeton.edu/departments/tsd/katmandu/voyager/MARClocal.htmlThis one happens to be from Voyager.  But we assume most systems have one.  It’s for people at the front desk to be able create short records for something that needs to be checked out, and doesn’t already have a record.



 ILS software / Local Catalog 

  “CIRC on the fly” in circulation module  
 Rapid entry template to input some basic fields tied to 

MARC on the back end;  

 Can be used by non-catalogers who do not know MARC. 

 Pros:  
 Part of  the existing ILS (meaning no additional cost or 

technical burden); 

 Records go directly into the catalog for discovery; 

 Record modification possible by cataloging staff  who 
know MARC; 

 Would be possible to export the short MARC records and 
convert to DC/MODs/MARCXML via MARCEdit 
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Presentation Notes
http://library.princeton.edu/departments/tsd/katmandu/voyager/brcircres.htmlhttp://library.princeton.edu/departments/tsd/katmandu/voyager/MARClocal.html



 ILS software / Local Catalog 

  “CIRC on the fly” in circulation module 
 Cons: 

 Authorization required;  

 Template fields are limited and can not be expanded; 

 No subject fields; 

 Intended more for inventory control, not discovery;  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://library.princeton.edu/departments/tsd/katmandu/voyager/brcircres.htmlhttp://library.princeton.edu/departments/tsd/katmandu/voyager/MARClocal.html



 OPAC/CAT Software 
(Destiny, Mandarin, Koha, Evergreen)   
 Pros:  

 Free to medium cost; 

 “Easy entry” templates;  

 Minimal IT requirements; 

 Export MARC records as text file for other uses, including 
import into local catalog 

 Cons:  
 May be proprietary;  

 Templates have limited number of  fields;  

 MARC view allows more fields but requires authorization - 
one cannot create their own set of  elements; 

 Authority control module is a separate purchase; 

 Open source – the user is responsible for customization 
and maintenance of  the system.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many other library automation systems on the market geared toward smaller libraries staffed by non-professionals or volunteers, many of them low in cost.  Practically all of them all of them have “easy entry” templates for creating catalog records, and they can be managed with a minimum of IT support . One that I have experience working with is Follett Destiny, which is used by many school libraries.  With Destiny, you can export MARC bibliographic records into a text file, which can then be uploaded to other systems.  However, this product is proprietary (meaning you have to purchase it, and it is one of the more high-end products), and the “easy entry” feature offers only a limited number of fields.  It also has a MARC view that allows for any number or type of field to be added, but then, you need to know MARC, and you must have the proper authorization to use this function.  In this particular ILS, authority control comes in a module that has to be purchased separately.    I’ve also looked at Mandarin in the past, but again, it is a proprietary product. Koha and Evergreen are two open source ILS products that are widely used. As with any open source product, the user is responsible for customization and maintenance of the system.  Even though some of these systems can purchased relatively cheaply and are easy to use, the question remains, why use products like these when our Voyager ILS already offers the same functionality?



 Database / Spreadsheet 
 GoogleDocs, ZoHo, MS Excel, MS Access, MS  

 Pros:  
 Declare your own fields; 

 All will sort/filter/print to table, generate statistical 
chart,  export without bothering IT; 

 SharePoint / Access permit us to build a user friendly 
input form, including “if/then” pathways; 

 SharePoint / Access enable the user to see an “entry” 
without having to scroll across columns; 

 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we using a canon to kill a fly! none of these are bad, it depends on what you need for a specific collection)Google – simultaneous entry, but similar interface issue as Excel – lots of columns to navigate. Cloud isn’t always reliable.   



 Database / Spreadsheet 
 Pros:  

 SharePoint/Access permits multiple users at the 
same time: you save a ‘record’ not the entire 
database; 

 For Sharepoint, the team manages database 
authorization – no bothering IT or those with 
management credentials; 

 Sharepoint permits differing read/write/delete 
authorizations -  student workers cannot destroy the 
database; 

 SharePoint keeps timelogs so that we can calculate 
the rate of  record production and track student labor. 

 Cons:  
 Zoho is free or subscription levels / however your 

data are on their servers; 
 GoogleDocs is free /however your data are on their 

servers/ and they target you for ads; 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we using a canon to kill a fly! none of these are bad, it depends on what you need for a specific collection)Google – simultaneous entry, but similar interface issue as Excel – lots of columns to navigate. Cloud isn’t always reliable.   SharePoint suited us because we already had it, and it permitted us to have multiple students working simultaneously from different work stations.  Understand that it can take at least 3 servers (@$7,000 each?)



 Database / Spreadsheet 
 D: Cons:  

 GoogleDocs & Zoho: Relatively small feature set; 
interface and commands. Sluggish with larger files; 

 Excel, Access, and SharePoint all must be licensed, 
with server farm costs for SharePoint;  

 Excel: if  there are many columns / rows, it is hard to 
see the records, even when one freezes columns; 

 Excel: working on the ‘spreadsheet’ which can be 
harmed; in Sharepoint they can only harm a single 
record; 

 Excel: single user input, even on a network; 

 Access: Windows only; 

 Access: authorization into the system for students; 
Back end management is more difficult than in 
SharePoint. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we using a canon to kill a fly! none of these are bad, it depends on what you need for a specific collection)Google – simultaneous entry, but similar interface issue as Excel – lots of columns to navigate. Cloud isn’t always reliable.   but otherwise even if we have it on a sharedrive, everytime someone save the file it overwrites other people’s work. 



 Tools: Questions 

 What do you already have in-house? 

 What data elements do you need for the collection? 

 How flexible does your tool need to be in letting you 
define elements? 

 To what schema do you want to migrate the data? 

 How easily does the tool permit you to move the data? 

 Who will be inputting the data? ; How much training 
will they need? 

 How many people will be inputting data? ; From 
where? 

 How much assistance do you need from IT? 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any of these tools will work, depending on the situation.  Some questions to ask in selecting one of them



 Overview of the Colonial Mexican Collection 

 Collection spans 1490s – 1870s 

 Subject Coverage 

 History, Anthropology, Linguistics, Government, 
Philosophy, Military Science, Civil and Canon Law, 
Religion (almost half  the collection)  

 Geographic coverage 

 Mexico, Spain, Guatemala, Peru, Philippines, Low 
Countries, Italy, Germany, England 

 Languages 

 Spanish, Latin, Aztec, Mistec, Zapotec, Huastec, 
Otomí, Tarascan, French, Italian, English  

 

 

Presenter
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This is the collection used to experiment with



“Challenges” 
 

 Controlled headings and 
vocabularies versus 
keyword approach for the 
difficulties posed by names 
in Spanish  

 Implications for authorized 
headings, bibliographic 
information, subject 
analysis 

 Duque del Infantado 

 Hereditary title 

 Pedro de Alcántara 
Álvarez de Toledo y Salm 
Salm  (1768 – 1841) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description, reveal,  uncover, distinguish



“Challenges” 
 

 Lack of  title page 
 Dedication 

 poetry & acrostic 

 Prayer book – novena 
 Use of  printed 

bibliographies and 
entries from foreign 
libraries are essential to 
locating the details   

 



“Challenges” 
 

 Lacks title page  

 Possibly printed in Manila 

 Not listed in any 
bibliographies we have 
consulted.   

 Possible unique exemplar 

 Paper has no watermark 
or chain lines to help in 
identification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But, this is challenges concerning this particular collection.



Bando 
 

 Printed – 1810, in Aztec  

 Warning to the populace to 
ignore the pro-
independence homilies of  
Miguel Hidalgo 

 Another decree issued the 
same day – but in Aztec 
and Spanish, abolished 
tribute payments to the king 
to stem the Hidalgo revolt  

 Less than 10 proclamations 
printed in Aztec during the 
entire colonial period! 

 

Presenter
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JCB, UCSanDiego



Alcabala 
 

 

 Sales tax –  

 varied from 2% to 14%, 
depending upon 
location in Spanish 
Empire 

 Data are for 1822, 
published in 1823.  
Mexico was independent 
in 1821.   



Passport 
 

 1816 

 Issued in Mexico 

 Physical description 
fields  

 Seal 

 



Single Sheets  
Seaborne 

Commerce 

 

 Mexico 

 1816 (Tampico - 
Veracruz) 

 25 sealed  2/3 sized 
sacks of  grain, 
bundled together 

 1808 (Campeche – 
Veracruz) 

 Paper and Almonds 

 



 



“Single Sheets”  
Overland 

Commerce 

 San Luis Potosí (1810) 

 Cargo: 8,000 Eucharist 
hosts to the Cathedral 

 2 revenue seals – the rule, 
not the exception since the 
1640s 
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Crown tried to impose fees on internal trade by placing customs houses on the royal highways and ordering trade to transit along specific routes. Clearly, the use of natural and mercantilist trade bottlenecks helped surmount the crown's administrative and technological inability to tax systematically. (Macleod, M.J. (1987). Aspects of the Internal Economy. in L. Bethell eds. Colonial Spanish America, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press., p. 340.)



 SharePoint 
We chose SharePoint and were satisfied with advantages: 

Besides the “List”, SharePoint provides a team site 
where we can collect Bibliography and shared 
documents concerning the project 

Easy management of  access permissions 

Easy to create the database 

Can define the elements needed for any collection 

Can design user input form 

Can declare which elements are required and/or 
repeatable 

 



 SharePoint 
Can embed controlled vocabulary list in fields for value 

selection 

Allows if/then paths 

Can import data from Excel or another SharePoint list 

Can filter and sort on the records 

Because we have a form, can easily see all the data for 
one record, without having to scroll across columns 

Can easily export the data into Excel table – literally the 
push of  a button 

 



 Element sets 

 We divided the work into stages to determine how students 
would handle increasing degrees of  difficulty, and the cost 
of  generating more difficult records. 

 Basic Descriptive Elements 
 One must be aware that when you are creating an element 

set (= columns in SharePoint), where you want to map 
the elements, i.e., DC, VRA (Visual Resource), MODS, 
MARC, etc. 

 Additional Descriptive Elements for Rare Books 

 Keywords 

 Single Sheet Items 

 Controlled Terms 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the following slides we show samples of elements that were selected for a collection of antique books and broadsides.  Of course for another type of collection, it would be a different set of elements.  You just have to keep in mind when you are creating an element set (= columns in SharePoint) to where you are going to want to map the elements (i.e., DC, VRA (Visual Resource), MODS, MARC, etc.).We divided the work into stages to determine how students would handle increasing degrees of difficulty, and the cost of generating more difficult records.



Basic Descriptive Elements [1] 
Title: ARTE DE LA LENGUA 
MEXICANA [identification and retrieval] 

Statement of  Responsibility: 
DISPUESTO Por D. Joseph Augustin de 
Alda ́ma y Gueva ́ra, Presbytero de el 
Arzo-bispado de Mexico.  [identification] 

Author: Aldama y Guevara, José 
Augustín de [retrieval] 

Date: Transcribed: Año de 1754 
[identification]  

Date: Data : 1754 [retrieval] 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the following: The Basic Descriptive elements included two types of elements. For Bibliographic records, particularly for Rare Books, there are two purposes to the records.  To identify and describe the item.  Especially for rare books, the scholar wants to know precisely what was on the title page to identify the version/printing.  Elements such as the title, date, statement of responsibility are transcribed (copied) as they appear on the piece (misspellings as all) so that the catalographic record becomes a facsimile for the item itself.Retrieval.  In some descriptions (AACR2/RDA – MARC/MODS/MARCXML, etc.) some data is also input in a standardized form for retrieval. For example, a record describing a rare book the date is input exactly as it appears on the piece (even if in Roman or Arabic numerals, the date spelled out, or is part of a phrase) to show the scholar what was on the piece (AARC2/MARC = 260 subfield $c).  However, you cannot filter and retrieve items by date if you are depending on a field where the form of the date is so erratic. So in some record schemes there is an additional field where the date is entered in a standardized form  (i.e., in MARC the 008/Date 1) for filtering and retrieval.  Another example:  Using AACR2/MARC, in the 245 subfield $c Statement of Responsibility, the author appears exactly as found on the item.   But for retrieval purposes, the name of the author is inverted ‘last name, first name’, for the purpose of indexing and retrieval (AARC2/MARC in MARC 100 field).For the first element set we defined elements that permit the scholar to identify exactly what was on the title pages of the item.  But additionally – especially since we know that MARC records is one of the desired products of the project -- we added elements that contain the corresponding standard form of the name, date,  etc. for retrieval.    The elements where the content was transcribed from the item the easiest for the students to fill – they did at first think the 2nd corresponding field where the same information was input in a standardized form confusing and redundant.For MARC, we needed the standardized data and we know which field the data will inhabit. For Dublin Core, the multiple SharePoint columns with the data in different forms presents the problem of which form (of the date, for example) to use in the Dublin Core record, or whether to use both by repeating the field.



Transcribed Elements Data Elements 
Title Alternative Title Spelling 
Variant Title 
Subtitle Variant Subtitle 
Statement of Responsibility Author 

Author2 
Author: Corporate Body 

Publication: Place Place: Country 
Place: City 

Printer Printer: Authorized Form 
Printer: Corporate Body 

Date Date: Data Form 
Language 
Pages Basic Descriptive Elements [2] 



 Additional Descriptive Elements [1] 

Element 
Illustrations 
Illustration Note 
Ornaments 
Font color 
Printer’s device 
Binding 
Brand (Marca de fuego) 
Handwriting on item 
Owner autograph 
Bookplate/ex libris 
Bookstamp 

Content 
Controlled Vocabulary in list 
Free text 
Controlled Vocabulary in list 
Controlled Vocabulary in list 
Free text 
Controlled Vocabulary in list 
Free text 
Free text 
Free text 
Free text 
Free text 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Part of the challenge was to see how complex/detailed we could make the description, and still enable the students to produce the records without extensive training.  The project was divided into 5 phases.  The first was to have the students produce records using only the basic descriptive elements we saw in the earlier slides.  In the second stage, we then added elements for a more detailed description of the item.  In the case of rare books, the physical item itself (besides the content) may be the object of study.  Many times scholars of the history of the book are interested in the item’s font, binding, printing, illustrations, watermarks, ex-libris, etc.; or curators may wish to select from the collection items with a specific characteristic for an exhibition, let’s say,  all 16th cen. bindings with ornamentation; or all items which have wood cuts by a specific illustrator.We want to be able to filter on these fields --  so when possible a drop down menu was attached to the field, where the student could select from a controlled vocabulary.  For example, in the illustrations field, the students were given the choices: None, Illustrated,  Colored Portrait,  Coat of arms,  Landscape Map, Woodcuts, Engravings, or a blank box where the student could input another value.The reason we divided the work on the records into stages is that we wanted to calculate the time/cost of a simple record with only the Basic Descriptive elements.   And then calculate the additional time/cost to add additional fields to construct more complete records. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AldusManutius.jpg


 Additional descriptive elements [2] 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the interest of finding out which items also needed preservation attention, a field was added to note damage to the items.  This is also an example of how SharePoint permitted us to add controlled vocabularies to the record form.  StainedWormholesBug-spottingTornMissing textBurned



 Keywords 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stage 3.  Now that the students were familiar with the materials, we asked them to add keyswords to the records.  Based on the idea of ‘who, what, when, where’.  There is no controlled vocabulary.For a sample number of items, we hid the keywords input by the students, and asked different students to reinput keywords for the same records.  We would like to compare to test how different students keyworded the same item.  We can also compare the keywords input by the students against Library of Congress subject headings to determine what differences there are between when a student tags the item, and when a cataloger inputs a subject heading.  That is, we would expect a professional cataloger to be more precise, but we would like to know if the students were able to assign keywords in the same general subject area.



 Categories of “Single Sheets” 

 Intergovernmental and 
/ or Ecclesiastical 

 Bandos  

 Sentencias  

 Oficios  

 Decretos 

 Alcabalas  

 Informes 

 Commerce 

 Recibos 

 Entradas-Barcos 

 Salidas-Barcos 

 Anuncios  

 Passports  



Single Sheets [1] 

Example:  

Single sheet publication 
concerning overland 
commerce. 

Permission/safe 
conduct issued in San 
Luis Potosí (1816), for 
the transportation of  
agricultural goods. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stage 4.  the items in the collection were divided into 2 sets: 1) Books, and 2) Single sheet items.  One type of single sheet item is a Broadside or  Broadsheet.  A separately published item consisting of a piece of paper, printed on one side only and intended to be read unfolded; usually intended to be posted or publicly distributed. Examples of broadsides are proclamations, handbills, ballad-sheets, news-sheets.   We also had legal documents, bills of lading, tax forms. For this group of items, we did not divide the elements into sets and have the students do one set of elements and then in a separate stage add additional elements to the records.  For the singles sheet items we created a new database/spreadsheet and had the students create complete records, to test how long it takes them to do a complete record with all the elements.



 Single Sheet Elements [2] 

Title Language(s) 

Alternative Title Spelling Sheets (format) 

Variant Title Size 

Author Illustrations 

Author2 Authorizations 

Author: Corporate Body Signed 

Place: Country Item Note 

Place: City Summary 

Date Damage 

Date: Data Form 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the single sheet items, the elements are different, due to the nature of the items.Instead of keywords, we used a “Summary”  field with a short description of the item, which can be keyword searched.



 

Controlled Terms [1] 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of our objectives was to accumulate enough information (records) to permit users to select and organize items for digitization.  A scholar is using the raw SharePoint database to determine which items are about “Jesuits.” Her institution is interested in having any such items pulled to the head of the line for digitization, so that they can access the items in a project they are doing on the Jesuit Order in Mexico.  Searching for the item, there is difficulty with the retrieval of desired items and precision of the results.  To begin with, SharePoint itself is quirky about searching.  But no matter if the records are in SharePoint or another database.  The terms “Jesuita” and “Jesuitas”, or the name of the order in another language could be present as keywords in the fields which were transcribed from the item. The terms "Jesuit” and "Jesuits” could be in the keywords and summaries (in English) provided by the students.  And a searcher would have to know that the name of the order in Spanish is  "Compañía de Jesús“, to either search the data base with the term “Jesus” and the students would have had to know to have included that term in the keyword field.  Although searching the term “Jesus” will retrieve everything that has the word “Jesus” anywhere in the record, when we only want items about the Jesuits in Mexico.Better solution is to export the records to Excel and use its features – sort, filter, conditional formatting – and wildcards(!,*,~) to search.  That is, the problem is really the lack of any way to search via controlled subject terms, or controlled names in the content of the records. This example demonstrates such a need. 



 Controlled terms: Genre [2]  

Calendars. Use for tabular registers of  days, not for lists of  
manuscripts or documents; subdivide by date. 

Catechisms.   

Confessions. Use for autobiographies dealing with highly 
private matters, usually with some theoretical, 
intellectual, or spiritual emphasis. 

Contracts.   

Devotional calendars. Use for calendars which highlight religious 
activities and events for specific days. 

Devotional literature. (Use this for meditations, religious poetry, etc.) 

Eulogies. Funeral sermon. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We tried several strategies to manage the problem of controlled terms. The easiest strategy -- as we have seen -- is to use lists of terms to control the values that can be entered in a field. As another example, we used a controlled list of genre terms for the field ‘Genre”.Genre is the term for any category of literature or other forms of art or entertainment, e.g. music, whether written or spoken, audial or visual, based on some set of stylistic criteria. 2. A term or terms that designate a category characterizing a particular style, form, or content, such as artistic, musical, literary composition, etc.We felt that including this field was important since many times scholars or curators are looking to group items of a certain type.  For example, let us say a curator may want to extract all prayer books written in Mexico between 1600-1650 for a digital collection of these items.  Or let us say that the items are already digitized and a scholar may make the same search because they want to determine popular saints at the time, and would like to examine all the prayer books. They won’t know the authors or titles of the items, they are looking for a type of item.In this field, we constructed a dropdown menu with a controlled vocabulary of Genre terms selected from already authorized lists of terms developed by the Rare Books community.  Students could select more than one term, or none if no term on the list was appropriate.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Showing Genre field in a record, as an example of a controlled vocabulary in a drop down menu.



 Controlled terms: Subjects [3]  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The objective is to build ‘good enough’ records quickly and at low cost.  Obviously we cannot teach students who will work only a few months on a project to manipulate the Library of Congress Subject headings.  To do so would defeat the purpose of making the creation uncomplicated and doable by non-professionals,  with minimal training. We used the same strategy with subject headings that we did with Genre terms – that is, from a knowledge of the collection, we defined a list of probable LCSH subject strings which we used in a drop-down list.  Again, the students could select one or more of the subject headings, or none of none were appropriate. A cataloger could always filter for those records where no subject heading was selected from the list, and add one. We hid the keywords the students had previously entered so that these did not influence their choice from the subject heading list.  



 Controlled terms: Using Lists [4]  

 How homogenous are the items in the collection? 
 If  homogeneous, the list will be manageable; if  not… 

 How precise do you need the terms to be for the 
particular collection?  Or how generic can they be? 

 How well do the librarians/curators know the 
collection? 

 How much training do the students need to understand 
the terms and assign them correctly? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From using these two examples – Genres, and LCSH Subject Headings – we can see some problems with supplying lists for the students to choose from, to fill a field.  How homogenous are the items in the collection?�If the collection is homogeneous, then the list will be manageable; that is, the more the items are alike the smaller the number of terms needed.  For an example of the Genre terms,  if all the items are religious publications in 17-18 cen. Mexico, then a small list of terms covering the limited types of religious items that were published is all that is needed.  In a collection of more disparate items, the list becomes longer; and among other problems, if the list is too long it is awkward to embed in the record form. [imagine a record form with multiple very long lists of terms…..].   �Consider the example of subject headings: the more alike the items in the collection, the smaller the number of headings needed for a list.   When the items are disparate in subject, such that the librarians have to handle each piece to determine subject headings and the list of headings becomes large – then the question arises (if the librarians are handling each piece) why they don’t assign the headings themselves.How precise do you want the terms to be?�If the collection is very heterogeneous in terms of subject, it would be impossible to make a large list of precise subject headings to catch all the items. One could make the list smaller by making the terms very general.  In any case, without examining the items piece by piece, we did have to make the terms in the subject list somewhat generic.  �How well do the librarians/curators know the collection?  Hopefully, a term list can be developed from knowledge of the content of the collection.  Again, if each item has to be examined to come up with terms for the list, and all the items are different, then the librarian might as well assign the terms.  �How much training do the students need to understand the terms and assign them correctly?�The students have to understand the terms in the list to apply them – in this case, the students were selected because they had some knowledge with the period and the region, and they knew the language.  Yet, one does have to write a dictionary of the terms.  If the the list becomes very long, then at some point it’s easier to either teach the students to use the vocabulary (for example, LCSH) or for the librarians to assign the terms.



 

Controlled terms: Names [5]  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The same problems occurs with the fields that contain names of people, places, or corporate bodies – either as authors or subjects.  Retrieval will be poor/inconsistent if there are not standard forms of the names used in the records.  In stage one, we asked the students to fill in the Author field by simply inverting the name of a personal author, but otherwise inputting it as it was on the item.  If the Author was a corporate body, it could be entered exactly as found. For Early books, the information about the printer is important for scholars of book history.   For this collection we would like to have the name of the printer as it appeared on the item, and for retrieval we would like to name of the printer in a normalized form in the records.  Students entered the printer statement as found on the item in the “Printer: Transcribed” field.  But we still would like to have the name of the printer in a standardized form.  How do we induce the students to produce that information?Now, in the case for printers in colonial Mexico, we know there are a limited number of them, but still there are many.   We cannot examine 2000 items to make a list of printers.  We experimented with a variation on the controlled list.  We have a drop down list of possible printers for the items.  If the needed authorized name of the printer was not on the list, the student entered the inverted form of the name in the blank box. taking it from the item in hand. [see next slide]



 Vocabularies 

Controlled terms: Names [6]  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A cataloger could then collect the names not on the list (entered in the box), look for the authorized form,  and add it to the list for use for the next records for items printed by the same printer.   In this way one could, with the help of information reported by the students, construct the drop down list of normalized forms of the names of the printers, as the project progressed.This worked for the earlier books, when the number of printers in Mexico was limited.  As the press began appearing in other cities, it became difficult to keep up with adding printers to the list as the students found them.    Using this of strategy of building a controlled list by using information supplied by the students seems to work best, again, when the collection is homogeneous and the list will not be so large.So what do we do when we will need the normalized forms for a large number of  names (so a drop down list is impracticable), or in the case where we can’t  predict the what the names will be in such a way to be able to make a list beforehand ?  How can we get untrained students to supply the forms in the records?



 Controlled terms: Authority Files [7]  

Controlled Terms: Authority Files [7]  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The names of  many individuals and corporate bodies used as authors and subjects have been established in authority files such as The Library of Congress Authority file and the Virtual International Authority File (viaf.org).  Both resources are free, easily accesible via Internet, and do not  require a password. Students were instructed to copy the entire heading--including MAC tags, indicators, and subfields--and paste it into the field.   For the purpose of having a database of the collection that enables us to select items for digitization, and for converting the data into DC records for those items, the normalized form of the name would have been sufficient.    But  for this project we wish to also produce MARC records for the catalog, and experiment if it’s possible to create MODs records.  For these reasons, we needed to know the specific tagging. [see later slide]�Not all names have been established; in this situation, the form in the Author Names field was left "as is", and the VIAF Names left blank.  �



 SharePoint to Dublin Core  

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One reason we like SharePoint the facility to export the records to an Excel file.   Once in an Excel file, record the information can be converted to DC from Excel.  [next slide]



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once in Excel:The records can be searched in SharePoint, but SharePoint turns out to not have the best searches.  For Example, one can’t search by wild card (the problem of the Jesuits).  Excel permits us to search/filter/sort.  And also permits us to do some global cleanup on the records before they are converted to DC.Once in Excel, the records can easily be transferred to Dublin Core records for use when selected items are digitized.  This can be done 2 ways: from Excel to the repository (Anton, you know how?)From Excel to MARC Edit, where records can be converted into MARC, and then from MARC to DC.



 SharePoint to Dublin Core  

SharePoint Dublin Core 
Title:Transcribed dc.title 
Title Source dc.description 
Author1 dc.creator 
Author2 dc.creator 
Printer: Person dc.contributor.printer 
Language dc.language 
Publisher dc.publisher 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sample elements,  from SharePoint to Dublin Core.



 Conversion & Crosswalk 

 SharePoint record conversion:  
 

 SharePoint -> Excel -> MARCEdit -> DC or  

 

 SharePoint ->Excel ->  MARCEdit -> 
MARCXML/MODS/VRA or other  

 

 SharePoint -> Excel -> repository (DSpace simple 
archive format generator - GITHUB) 

 Advantage / Latitude – we can do it for ourselves and 
not make requests of  IT to generate or extract records.  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suited us because we already had it, and it permitted us to have multiple students working simultaneously from different work stations.



 Conclusions  
 Can the students do this? YES! 

 However, a cataloger must be present to train, 
supervise, clarify and correct as needed.   

 Cost: +/- $3.50 per record for the basic elements 
without subject 

 It’s easier to convert this type of   information from 
SharePoint into Dublin Core Records than into 
MARC21 or MODS 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact,  the students were quicker than we expected.   We thought an advantage to the students would be the experience of working with primary source materials. As they were selected to work on this collection on the basis of being able to read and write Spanish, it turned out that all of them were either from Latin America, or Hispanic-American. We were pleased with the unexpected benefit that students reported that working on this project gave them pride and enhanced their cultural identification.  To determine the cost of the records, we divided the number of records created by a student by the number of hours the student worked and then cost out that the students were paid $8/hour.  The average of $3.50 per record also includes the time the students spent doing other work (which we considered ‘overhead’) such as sorting, doing perservation work, and assisting training sessions.  Compared to almost $20/book to send the items out to a service for cataloging (plus the cost of shipping and packing), $3.50 seems very reasonable.  Because Dublin Core is less nuanced than MARC or MODS it’s more difficult to walk the information from the spreadsheet into them.  As an easy example to demonstrate the idea:  In Dublin Core both the terms “California”  and “Cats” go into the dc.subject element.  In MARC one of them is a Geographic heading and goes into a 651 field, and the other is a topc in a 650 field.  Because of this type of problem, and the problem of the indicators and subfields, it’s more difficult to generate the MARC records from the spreadsheet – unless one is willing to accept records with incorrect coding.
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